Non-insulin-mediated glucose disappearance in subjects with IDDM. Discordance between experimental results and minimal model analysis.
Both insulin and glucose contribute to the regulation of glucose metabolism in vivo. We directly measured the ability of glucose per se to promote glucose disposal in subjects with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM). We compared our results with predictions of the minimal model of glucose metabolism. To identify minimal model parameters, a frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test (FSIVGTT) was administered to each subject while they were connected to a Biostator (a device that monitors blood glucose and gives insulin to mimic normal insulin secretion). Data from this test reflected normal glucose tolerance and were in excellent agreement with minimal model predictions. The FSIVGTT was then repeated without the Biostator in the same diabetic subjects in order to directly measure the effect of glucose per se to promote glucose disposal in the absence of an incremental insulin effect (a basal insulin drip was maintained). To compare these results with minimal model predictions, the equations describing glucose disappearance in the absence of an incremental insulin effect were solved using parameters identified from the Biostator experiment. The glucose disappearance measured in the absence of an incremental insulin response was much slower than the minimal model predictions. Thus, the minimal model appears to overestimate the effect of glucose per se on glucose uptake and underestimate the contribution of incremental insulin.